
Update #9: Instructure visit and Talis project update 

In this week’s update we provide an overview from James Francis our LMS Technology Project 

Manager on progress made this week with a visit from Instructure. We also share an update from 

Eileen Tollan, the Course Reading Lists (Talis) Project Manager. 

James Francis, the Learning Management System Technical Project Manager, provides an update on 

progress made this week with a two day visit from the Instructure team. 

“This week the Instructure implementation team for Canvas were onsite at The University of 

Auckland for two days.  The key focus of their time with our project team was gathering information 

on technical implementation requirements and sharing their experiences from deploying Canvas at 

many other institutions. The two days were full of high energy engagement, with a number of key 

topics discussed and follow up activities determined for both teams to progress the technical 

delivery. 

In particular, in depth discussion took place regarding integration to core University systems such as 

EPR and CS9, while also looking at more specific learning integration with Talis and Turnitin. In terms 

of system functionality, key elements of Canvas were reviewed in detail including how our 

organisation and academic structure will be represented in Canvas and developing grading 

functionality. In addition, we reviewed overall security practice, environment management and 

Canvas provided an overview of possible training approaches for the new platform.  

Best of all, at the culmination of our time with Canvas the initial instance of The University of 

Auckland Canvas was provisioned, had draft University branding applied and was integrated with 

single sign on functionality. This technical milestone positions us well with moving towards the next 

phases of integration and functional configuration which will form the building blocks for wider 

access to the platform.” 

Eileen Tollan provides an update from the Course Reading Lists (Talis) project.  

“University staff met this week with the Talis Head of Services and Canvas technical staff to discuss 

integration between Canvas and the Course Reading Lists service (based on Talis products). The LTI 

integration will allow teaching staff to embed entire reading lists in a relevant Canvas course, or 

highlight specific sections of lists within the course; students can then access their readings without 

having to leave Canvas. This meeting was an excellent opportunity for everyone to better 

understand how this integration is expected to work in the University environment. The Semester 2 

pilot of the Course Reading Lists service will result in the creation of several dozen reading lists with 

which we can test the integration.  

The Project Steering Committee met this week to review progress. Subject librarians are currently 

confirming with faculty teaching staff which Semester 2 courses can be used to pilot the use of 

online course reading lists. Training takes place from 15 June; a pilot project site featuring key links 

and support documents will be made available at the same time. Lessons learned from this 

preparatory work, along with revision of Library list support procedures, will help inform 

recommendations for further rollout. There was strong agreement in the Committee that this rollout 

should be closely co-ordinated with the Canvas rollout to manage the impact on teaching staff.”  



 

For more information go to the project web page or email the project team at 

LMSReview@auckland.ac.nz to subscribe to this weekly email update. 
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